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For more information on our versatile range 
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Rawson Carpets are part of W E Rawson Ltd. 
For 150 years, this privately-owned company has 
grown organically through the manufacture and 
cutting-edge uses of non-woven industrial textiles. 
Our growth remains strong because of W E Rawson’s 
ongoing commitment to innovation, designed to meet 
the world’s ever-changing and varied market needs.

Managed by the founder’s descendants even today, 
this proud family-owned business has succeeded and 
expanded through two World Wars and numerous 
economic downturns. What’s the secret to this global 
organisation’s resilience and continued growth among 
diverse, geographic markets? It’s quite simple, really. 
It’s the tradition of innovation.

At Rawson Carpet Solutions division we pride 
ourselves on the heritage of our brand. The experience 
and reputation has enabled us to evolve with the 
interiors market, and with our latest products we are 
proud to offer a broader and more exciting range that 
is at the forefront of design and performance.
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Tufted Loop Pile Carpet Tiles

For a statement floor covering, a floor covering 
with design at heart, Rawson proudly introduce new 
comfortable and quiet Nylon Loop tile products.

Durable, cleanable and very aesthetically pleasing, 
the tufted range will contribute to a great space. 
Meeting the often stringent demands of a school, 
shop or busy office, the range provides choice, 
quality and great design.
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The deepest and most luxurious of our tufted products. Fanfare gives 
exceptional comfort underfoot and great aesthetics which is clearly visible from 
our latest project images. A favourite amongst our clients and designers.

FANFARE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Fibre Type 100% Solution Dyed Polyamide

Fibre Weight (+10%) 750g/m2

Total Tile Weight (+10%) 4540g/m2

Total Thickness (mm) (+10%) 7.0

Dimensions 50x50cm

Backing Material Bitumen with Glass Crenette 
for stability

Tiles per Box 20

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY

Offices, corridors, schools.

PERFORMANCE / DURABILITY

Extra heavy loop, 
heavy contract.

Black

Charcoal

Silver

Chilli

Light GreenMidnight

Marine

Rust

Pewter

Ocean

Coral
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Grey

Light reflectance 
values available online



    

Haze Sapphire Ice

SmokeBlack 

Sky Chilli

A Heavy Contract loop pile carpet tile available in 
15 distinct colourways including our new deep 
black luxurious addition. A popular solution for 
the education and office environment and a 
range that satisfies most theme aspirations.

JAZZ

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Fibre Type 100% Nylon Solution Dyed

Fibre Weight (+10%) 500g/m2

Total Carpet Weight (+10%) 4300g/m2

Total Thickness (mm) (+10%) 6.0

Dimensions 50x50cm

Tiles per Box 20

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY

General public and private sector areas, retail shops, 
student residences, domestic areas, care homes, 
offices and stairways.

PERFORMANCE / DURABILITY

Heavy Commercial / contract. 
Suitable for caster chair use.
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Slate

Lake

Oak SpiceChocolate

Lovat Moss Azure

Light reflectance 
values available online
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Jazz Lines is a nylon loop, gradient lined 
design addition to the standard Jazz range. 
The design provides the range with many 
design possibilities. A perfect solution for 
transitioning a colour through the floor 
covering, or go wild with random graded 
tiles to create a truly unique space.

JAZZ LINES TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Fibre Type 100% Nylon Solution Dyed

Fibre Weight (+10%) 500g/m2

Total Carpet Weight (+10%) 4300g/m2

Total Thickness (mm) (+10%) 6.0

Dimensions 50x50cm

Tiles per Box 20

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY

General public and private sector areas, retail shops, student 
residences, domestic areas, care homes, offices and stairways.

PERFORMANCE / DURABILITY

Heavy commercial / contract. 
Suitable for caster chair use.
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Light reflectance 
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Jazz Lines Tile 1 Jazz Lines Tile 2 Jazz Lines Tile 3 Jazz Lines Tile 4



    

COUNTRYSIDE
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Taking inspiration from weather and nature, 
the Countryside collection is warm and 
comforting. The high-end tufted tile is dense 
and durable providing an impressive solution 
to all environments.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Fibre Type 100% Polyamide

Fibre Weight (+10%) 670g/m2

Total Carpet Weight (+10%) 4160g/m2

Total Thickness (mm) (+10%) 6.0

Dimensions 50x50cm

Tiles per Box 20

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY

Heavy contract suitable for all retail outlets, school, 
universities, public and commercial offices, corridor and 
stairs entrance areas.

PERFORMANCE / DURABILITY

Heavy commercial / contract. 
Suitable for caster chair use.

Haystack Stream

FieldsAutumn 

LavenderRiver Wilderness

Pastures

Harvest

Light reflectance 
values available online

A budget conscious loose-lay tile for heavy domestic 
and general use. This loop pile constructed carpet 
tile gives excellent wear performance and is easily 
cleaned. The Eden range is available across 12 
practical colour ways suitable for most applications.

EDEN

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Fibre Type 100% Polypropylene

Fibre Weight (+10%) 370g/m2

Total Tile Weight (+10%) 4180g/m2

Total Thickness (mm) (+10%) 5.9

Dimensions 50x50cm

Tiles per Box 20

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY

Schools, offices, commercial, public and private sector 
buildings, residences, corporate outlets, domestic areas, 
care homes and other general flooring areas.

PERFORMANCE / DURABILITY

General contract, 
heavy domestic use.

Grey Silver Anthracite

Blue

LovatAzure

Pink  

Navy Atlantic

Green

Red
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Mustard

Light reflectance 
values available online
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Rawson’s heritage, ‘a world of fibres’, is clearly displayed 
with our fibre bonded carpet offering.

As one of the original UK manufacturers of fibre bonded 
carpet tile and sheet, you can rely on the quality, dense 
needle punched ranges.

New colours in our Heritage ranges provide more appeal 
and now we have pleasure in introducing new products to 
the range which surely push the boundaries of what a fibre 
bonded tile aesthetic can achieve.

Our carpet tiles and sheet offer exceptional quality and 
durability. The clear advantages of using a fibre bonded 
product from Rawson include low maintenance, comfort 
under foot, great thermal properties and impressive 
acoustic reduction contributing, to a calm and productive 
learning or working environment.

Fibre Bonded Ca rpet Tiles & Sheet
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Rawson Reed is our newest development. The careful selection of  
high quality denier fibres gives our products a soft and comfortable feel. 
This is a product range to really test the nylon devotees. Modern and 
persuasive design and colours combine with Rawson’s renowned durability. 
Could this be the best of both worlds?

REED

Waves Stones

Granite

Highland

Moonlight

Shadowline

Black Marble
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Fibre Type 85% Polypropylene 15% Polyester

Fibre Weight (+10%) 900g/m2

Total Tile Weight (+10%) 4060g/m2

Total Thickness (mm) (+10%) 9.7

Dimensions 50x50cm

Backing Material Bitumen

Tiles per Box 20

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY

Offices, corridors, schools.

PERFORMANCE / DURABILITY

Heavy contract. Light reflectance values and comprehensive spec data available online

Pebble Beach
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EUROCORD
A heavy contract carpet sheet or tile with a great 
heritage. This durable fine ribbed product has 
become the benchmark for the contract carpet 
market in education and public buildings. A new 
wide range of colours offer ideal styling options 
for the creative. A practical and hard wearing 
floor solution that delivers to your promise.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION     SHEET                         TILE

Fibre Type 80% Polypropylene 
20% Polyester

80% Polypropylene 
20% Polyester

Fibre Weight (+10%) 930g/m2 930g/m2

Total Weight (+10%) 1150g/m2 4150g/m2

Total Thickness (mm) (+10%) 5.8 6.7

Dimensions 2x30m 50x50cm

Backing Material Bitumen

Tiles per Box 20

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY

All private and public sector buildings. showrooms, corridors, halls, banks, 
offices and places of worship.

PERFORMANCE / DURABILITY

Easy contract use, easy to maintain, Rawson 
best seller for the education and retail sector.

Thunder Dark Grey Silver Cool Grey

Midnight

Charcoal

ArcticSapphire Cosmic 

Lincoln Vine

Chocolate Cashmere Oatmeal Oban

Damson Ruby

Diamond

Saratoga

Sand

Ocean

Cobalt
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Light reflectance values 
available online



    

FREEWAY
A durable broad ribbed heavy contract carpet 
sheet and tile. The new range of colours is 
specifically designed to satisfy the most 
discerning of clients and tastes. This versatile 
carpet is suitable for installation in the following 
areas: schools, libraries, universities, reception 
and public spaces, hospitals, sport, exhibition, 
caravans and boats.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION     SHEET                         TILE

Fibre Type 80% Polypropylene 
20% Polyester

80% Polypropylene 
20% Polyester 

Fibre Weight (+10%) 930g/m2 930g/m2

Total Weight (+10%) 1100g/m2 4100g/m2

Total Thickness (mm) (+10%) 6.0 7.0

Dimensions 2x30m 50x50cm

Backing Material Bitumen

Tiles per Box 20

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY

Classroom, corridors, stairs, offices, retail shops, banks, places of worship, 
pubs, exhibitions, caravans, mobile homes, public / private sector buildings.

PERFORMANCE / DURABILITY

Heavy contract, suitable for 
use with caster chairs.
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Storm Dark Grey Gunmetal Cool Grey

Indigo

Graphite

MoonlightPacific Stellar

Forest Meadow

Earth Latte Pebble Brown

Mulberry Scarlet

Azure

Sherwood

Beige

Coral

Atlantic

Light reflectance 
values available online

PRIMARY 
COLOURS

OrangeRed

BlueGreen

Available in sheet or tile to help create that exciting 
vibrant area. Primary Colours is a soft feeling, hard 
wearing carpet made in a fine denier fibre just right 
for children to sit and play.

HeathAnthracite

Olive

Sapphire CherrySpring

DENBY
One of the original coverings from Rawson, Denby is still 
a firm economical functional favourite.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Fibre Type 80% Polypropylene 
20% Polyester

Fibre Weight (+10%) 720g/m2

Total Weight (+10%) 860g/m2

Total Thickness (mm) (+10%) 5.0

Dimensions 2x30m

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY

Public and private sector buildings, halls, schools,  
retail, commercial institutions and libraries etc.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION    SHEET                         TILE

Fibre Type 100% Polypropylene 100% Polypropylene

Fibre Weight (+10%) 1000g/m2 1000g/m2

Total Weight (+10%) 1300g/m2 4250g/m2

Total Thickness (mm) (+10%) 8.0 9.0

Dimensions 2x30m 50x50cm

Backing Material Bitumen

Tiles per Box 16

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY

Nursery and junior schools and crèches, play group areas, 
children’s bedrooms etc. Heavy commercial use.
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Light reflectance  
values available online

Light reflectance  
values available online
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FELKIRK

TurfFairway Green

Ocean Green

Lovat

Olive

Electric Hyacinth

Fjord Blue

Powder

Sapphire

Mulberry Red Rouge

Dark Grey

Blackout Anthracite

Cool Grey

Crystal Grey

Silver Grey

Brazil Fawn

This 100% polypropylene luxury velour carpet 
sheet and tile is engineered to meet the 
stringent demands of a dynamic school or office 
environment. Lasting elegance and superb stain 
resistance, Felkirk is again a heritage range and 
has earned its reputation as a hard wearing answer 
to busy floors.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION   SHEET                         TILE

Fibre Type 100% Polypropylene 100% Polypropylene

Fibre Weight (+10%) 1000g/m2 1000g/m2

Total Weight (+10%) 1300g/m2 4300g/m2

Total Thickness (mm) (+10%) 9.0 9.0

Dimensions 2x30m 50x50cm

Backing Material Bitumen

Tiles per Box 16

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY

Schools, universities, residencies, offices, retail outlets, commercial 
institutions and general public and private sector buildings.

PERFORMANCE / DURABILITY

Heavy contract. Suitable for use 
with caster chairs.
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Bring the outside inside with our 
new colour turf. Popular for the 
golf enthusiast, sports shop, or 
simply to create that most natural 
aesthetic and feel in the office, 
school or crèche environment.

Light reflectance 
values available online
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LASERLIGHT

Lime Aqua Red OrangePurple

NEON

Lime Aqua Red OrangePurple

LASERLIGHT AND NEON
A dense, quality dark carpet tile with modern bright highlight colours. Very hard wearing and 
easy to maintain. Ideal for busy environments. The design can be accented with borders or 
features by using the accompanying ‘neon’ range. A matching tile in bright colours that match 
the highlights in laserlight. This product range lends itself to many design options.
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LASERLIGHT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Fibre Type 75% Polypropylene 
25% Polyester

Fibre Weight (+10%) 1000g/m2

Total Tile Weight (+10%) 4160g/m2

Total Thickness (mm) (+10%) 9.7

Dimensions 50x50m

Tiles per Box 20

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY

Ideal for Schools, Colleges, Offices and other busy 
public areas.

PERFORMANCE / DURABILITY

Ideal for caster chair use, 
heavy contract/commercial use.

NEON TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Fibre Type 80% Polypropylene 
20% Polyester

Fibre Weight (+10%) 950g/m2

Total Tile Weight (+10%) 4110g/m2

Total Thickness (mm) (+10%) 9.7

Dimensions 50x50cm

Tiles per Box 20

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY

Ideal for Schools, Colleges, Offices and other busy 
public areas.

PERFORMANCE / DURABILITY

Ideal for caster chair use, 
heavy contract/commercial use.

Light reflectance 
values available online

Light reflectance 
values available online



    

CHAMPION
Heavy contract sheet and tile material in an 
interesting and heritage cobble design. Ideally 
suited for the discerning client looking for style and 
practicality. This popular product remains the choice 
of many looking for a high wearing, easy to fit and 
economical answer to flooring needs.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION     SHEET                         TILE

Fibre Type 80% Polypropylene 
20% Polyester

80% Polypropylene 
20% Polyester

Fibre Weight (+10%) 900g/m2 900g/m2

Total Weight (+10%) 1100g/m2 4100g/m2

Total Thickness (mm) (+10%) 6.6 8.5

Dimensions 2x30m 50x50cm

Backing Material Bitumen

Tiles Per Box 20

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY

Public and private sector buildings, shops, offices, 
commercial institutions, retail, banks, health, 
sport and leisure centres. Heavy contract use.

Cobalt Blue Storm

Oyster

Saratoga

Sand PlumCashmere

Anthracite

Light reflectance 
values available online
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TITAN
A new, very heavy set sheet or tile solution for 
extremely heavy use areas. The careful selection 
of fibres and configuration gives a floor covering 
which will stand the test of time and is quite often 
used as a secondary barrier entry floor system too. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION              TILE

Fibre Type 75% Polypropylene 
25% Polyester

Fibre Weight (+10%) 1478g/m2

Total Tile Weight (+10%) 4978g/m2

Total Thickness (mm) (+10%) 11

Dimensions 50x50cm

Backing Material Bitumen

Tiles per Box 20

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY

Public and private sector buildings, shops, offices, commercial institutions, 
retail, banks, health, sport and leisure centres. Heavy contract use.

PERFORMANCE / DURABILITY

Extremely heavy contract, suitable for 
use with caster chairs.

Charcoal SafariEarth

Light reflectance 
values available online



PATIO

Navy Black

Fjord Blue Grass Olive 

Core Grey

Bunker Burgundy TerracottaRed

An indoor/outdoor carpet solution that is velour styled across 10 outdoor 
inspired colours. Patio is UV stabilised and is a great solution for Sports 
surfaces, Cricket surfaces, pool surrounds, boats, roof gardens, golf courses 
and children’s play areas. A product offering many versatile solutions.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION  

Fibre Type 100% Polypropylene U.V. Stabilised

Fibre Weight (+10%) 1000g/m2

Total Weight (+10%) 1200g/m2

Total Thickness (mm) (+10%) 9.5

Dimensions 2x30m

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY

Poolside areas, patios, roof gardens, children’s 
play areas, putting greens, walkways, exhibitions etc. 
Can also be installed inside.

30

Light reflectance 
values available online
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SPIKEMASTER
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A specifically engineered flooring solution for areas 
where spike and sports shoes are worn. Whether a 
golf or cricket club, this antistatic product will provide 
the required support and resistance. Offered in a range 
of suited colours, Spikemaster not only provides a 
flooring solution but complements the aesthetic of the 
environment. Spikemaster is also regularly specified 
as a secondary entrance barrier flooring.

Lovat

Charcoal

Mid Grey

Cotswold

Saratoga

Fjord Blue

Red

Bronze

Cobalt

Wild Berry

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION  

Fibre Type 85% Polypropylene 15% Polyester

Fibre Weight (+10%) 1500g/m2

Total Tile Weight (+10%) 4700g/m2

Total Thickness (mm) (+10%) 11.0

Dimensions 50x50cm

Backing Material Bitumen

Tiles per box 12

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY

All types of public and private sector sports buildings including golf 
clubs, driving ranges, cricket, hockey and rugby pavilions, changing 
rooms and sports shops.

PERFORMANCE / DURABILITY

It is great for golf/cricket spikes. 
Also excellent for an entrance mat.

Sandstone

Light reflectance 
values available online
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BACKING SOLUTIONS
QUIET BACK
Our 6mm polyester backed comfortable backing solution 
creates a quiet and cushioned floor covering. Achieving 
sound reductions of up to 28dB, the solution contributes 
to a calm working and learning environment. Available for  
our sheet and tile offerings, supplied pre-bonded to your 
chosen product. Please contact one of our staff if you 
require more information.

IMPERVIOUS BACK
An antibacterial and impervious polypropylene carpet backing. 
This backing is an option on Patio, Eurocord and Felkirk. This 
provides a completely impervious seal to protect the sub-floor below.

The solution is very effective in ensuring that any moisture 
can not transfer to the sub-floor, whether wood or concrete, 
preventing lingering moisture which can create smells and mould.

With product and backing made solely out of polypropylene, 
here we have a 100% recyclable flooring solution.

STICKFAST
Our new polyester backing has been specially designed to bond 
perfectly to the hook profile of a hook and loop bonding strip, 
allowing for an immediate, weather proof and very quick uplift 
bonding solution.

This application is very popular in environments where floors 
will be lifted more than once a year. For example: regular uplift 
and replacement of heavily soiled areas (ie entrance wells); short 
term use carpet for events (exhibition floors); carpet protection or 
change of use areas; and raised access flooring projects where 
access is constantly required.

Carpet Tile

Loops

Floor

Loop
Backing

Hooks on
TacFast* tape

TacFast* tape

Rawson Carpet Solutions stand by their 
name, offering bespoke solutions in 
tile or sheet and custom lengths and 
tile sizes. Planks are always an option. 
This service has resulted in us being 
associated with many applications, 
from our excellent carpet interior 
solutions to outdoor and marine use. 
From Crazy golf courses to outdoor 
sports pitches, logo barrier mats, 
exhibition flooring as well as acoustic 
insulation for buildings and cars. If you 
have a specific idea, Rawson Carpet 
Solutions will follow our renowned 
service to accommodate you.

We are able to provide intricate inlays 
so you can enhance your entrance foyer 
or public space with a customised inlay 
design, such as your company logo, or 
motto. Just provide an IT visual and we 
can do the rest for you.

We can provide exact colour matching. 
Special IT programmes allow us to 
scientifically scan the colour, texture 
and weight of almost anything and 
synthesise our fibre ranges to best 
marry all components into a matching 
blend. Just a small sample of the 
product you wish to match will allow us 
to perform this service.

BESPOKE CARPETS

W E Rawson firmly believes in the 
responsibility that we have to the 
environment as well as to future 
generations as we conduct our day to 
day operations. We recognise the impact 
we have upon the environment and we 
embrace our duty of care with regard 
to the objectives and practices of our 
business. We adhere to the highest 
standards expected as a responsible 
corporate member of society and 
always aim to reduce and minimise any 
adverse effect we may pose. We are 
BSI 9001-2008 compliant and working 
towards the new standard 9001-2015. All 
manufacturing is in the UK and Rawson 
is constantly looking into the ecology 
of locally sourced materials and best 

sustainable practice. Wherever possible 
excess manufacturing waste is recycled.

After so many years we understand the 
areas where a sustainable approach 
can be most effective and can greatly 
contribute to our overall environmental 
impact. Our products are long lasting 
and reduce waste and pollution, and 
some are fully recyclable. Indeed 
research continues today and forward 
for more and more products to be 
single product sourced so that they 
can all be fully recyclable as an option. 
Adhesion methods are constantly 
being reviewed to see if we can reduce 
epoxy based products and provide 
less harmful application solutions, 
such as Stickfast.

Our commitment to Environment 
and community welfare ensures that 
our environmental policies are at the 
very heart of our company’s business 
objectives. Rawson offers products 
with the BRE Individual Environmental 
Accreditation where an A+, the highest 
accolade has been achieved. We 
currently research and test for 100% 
recycling of all our products and are 
testing for VOC accreditation as 
we go forward in showing 
the quality and low 
impact of Rawson 
Carpet Solutions.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
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Every commercial building requires an entrance floor 
system to provide a cleaning and drying service to foot 
traffic before walking on the chosen interior floor.

With our years of experience we have ensured the broad 
range of products offered will fulfil the primary and 
secondary barrier matting requirements for your facility.

The use of Titan or Spikemaster as a secondary barrier 
solution is a regular choice.

Fibre Bonded Entrance 
 Flooring Solutions

37
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DOMINATOR
Heavy duty primary entrance flooring solution. 
With multiple heights and a specific shoe cleaning purpose, 
this product has proved its effectiveness across a diverse 
range of installations. This floor will protect your buildings 
interior floor coverings. The diagonal patterning allows for 
cleaning of shoes whatever the direction.

Mulberry Mid Grey

Saratoga Green

Fjord BlueAnthracite

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION     SHEET                         TILE

Fibre Type 100% Polypropylene 100% Polypropylene

Fibre Weight (+10%) 1500g/m2 1500g/m2

Total Weight (+10%) 2650g/m2 4600g/m2

Total Thickness (mm) (+10%) 10.5 11.5

Dimensions 2x12.5m 50x50cm

Backing Material Rubber Bitumen

Tiles per Box 12

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY

Entrances to all types of private and public sector buildings including, 
offices, retail centres, banks, corporate outlets, schools, 
sports and leisure centres and changing rooms.

Light reflectance 
values available online

Olive Cotswold 

Charcoal Cobalt

Silver Grey

Red

HERCULES 2K
A primary entrance flooring solution with a dense fibre 
weight and multiple heights to collect dirt from foot 
traffic. The black background provides a good aesthetic 
to complement the first impression of your building.

Charcoal Saratoga Silver Grey

Chocolate 

AzureAlbany Red 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION  

Fibre Type 100% Polypropylene

Fibre Weight (+10%) 1400g/m2

Total Carpet Weight (+10%) 2820g/m2

Total Thickness (mm) (+10%) 10.5

Dimensions 2x12.5m

Backing Material Rubber

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY

Entrances to all types of private and public sector buildings including, 
offices, retail centres, banks, corporate outlets, schools, 
sports and leisure centres and changing rooms.

TRACKMASTER
A heavy duty primary entrance flooring solution. 
Effective, very hard-wearing and easy to install.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION  

Fibre Type 100% Polypropylene

Fibre Weight (+10%) 1250g/m2

Total Carpet Weight (+10%) 2400g/m2

Total Thickness (mm) (+10%) 11.0

Dimensions 2x12.5m

Backing Material Rubber

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY

Entrances to all types of private and public 
sector buildings including, offices, retail centres, 
banks, corporate outlets, schools, sports 
and leisure centres and changing rooms. 
Also ideal as a barrier or corridor carpet.
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Light reflectance 
values available online

Light reflectance 
values available online
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Rebranded, redesigned, resized, the walling solutions on 
offer from Rawson will allow for decorative panelling to 
walls to provide accent to certain areas with a choice of 
beautiful lining colours, plus now the option to provide 
an individual digital print to the wall.

Take advantage of up to 40% reduction in reverberated 
sound by choosing Rawson’s Acoustic Wall Solution in 
a variety of options.

Decorative & Acoustic.  
 Walling Solutions
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Bright Blue

Sky

Coral Theatre

Azure

Stately

Silver

Noir

Sage Butter

DECORALE DECORALE 
PRINT

Decorale is also able to be interactive in the wall’s usage. The construction lends itself to being used as a pin board. 
Decorale can be installed on walls which add to the calm environment and also produce an effective display/notice space.

Decorale is a decorative wall covering which offers great 
sound reduction and thermal insulation properties. It is 
specifically designed  to be easily installed on internal 
walls in busy and noisy school, in work or public spaces.

This is a 10mm product offering up to 40% reduction 
in reverberated sound. The excellent sound absorption 
properties are a result of the unique non-woven high 
density polyester construction. This product meets the 
British Standards flammability rating for its purpose and 
is easy and quick to install. 

Now, through continuous research and 
development, Rawson is able to offer Decorale 
in an unlimited range of designs by providing 
digital prints of exceptional quality to the 
surface of decorale.

Now your wallspace can be as bespoke as you 
wish. Stripes, detailed patterns, branded colours, 
logos or even full colour images are now 
possible with Decorale Print.

Decorale Print is also ideal for use as a digital 
printed pin board. Whether it’s a printed World 
Map on a classroom wall that can be labelled 
for teaching purposes, or perhaps a regional 
sales map in a meeting for pinning potential 
sales locations. The opportunities are endless.

Please contact us to discuss further your 
requirements. We are confident we can provide 
the solution.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION   SHEET                     TILE

Fibre Type 100% Polyester 100% Polyester

Total Thickness (mm) (+10%) 9-10 9-10

Dimensions 1.2m 60x60cm

Backing Material 100% Polyester 100% Polyester

INDUSTRY SUITABILITY

Classroom walls, hallways, corridors, lecture theatres, libraries, staff 
rooms, computer rooms, music rooms, studios, cinemas, prisons, 
police interview rooms, school/nursery, telephone call centres.
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A child’s space brought to life through high quality print.

Full wall graphics create a dynamic and exciting work environment.

Just a taste of some of the colours possible with the print option, whether it is plan colours, patterns or lines. Please contact us with your ideas.



 

Get in touch with our creative sales team for 
more information and technical knowledge.

W E Rawson Limited
Castle Bank Mills, Portobello Road
Wakefield, West Yorkshire WF1 5PS

 +44 (0) 1924 382860

 www.rawsoncarpetsolutions.co.uk

 rcsales@werawson.co.uk


